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Year 12 Activities

On Tuesday afternoons, Year 12 Activities Outdoor Pursuits group take part in a range of activities in Dunedin’s beautiful outdoor 
environment.  These photos show Zoe and Kargil hiking at Tunnel Beach and Nichol’s Falls and sand-boarding at Tomahawk 
Beach.

Zoe, Wesley and Lewis joined the Year 12 Physical Education 
Cycle Trip in March.  Over two days, the students cycle the 
Central Otago Rail Trail and the Roxburgh Gold Trail.  The 
purpose of this trip is for the 12 PED students to learn about 
cycle and road safety.  This is part of their NCEA course.  It is 
a fantastic opportunity for our international students to visit 
some popular New Zealand adventure tourist destinations 
within Central Otago and enjoy some time in the outdoors with 
their kiwi classmates.  This is Wesley’s second cycle trip and he 
has developed some useful camping skills.  Here he is teaching 
his peers how to put up a tent.

Cycle Trip



Softball - Tournament Week

Rintaro recently took part in a week-long softball tournament with 
South Island schools in Alexandra.  Rintaro has been playing softball 
for the Cardinal Softball Club, who recently had their end of season 
prize-giving.  A huge congratulations to Rintaro for winning the 4 
awards as shown in the photo.

Philip Craigie Awards
Congratulations to six of our students from Years 12 and 13 for gaining Excellence and Merit endorsements from their 2020 NCEA 
results.  The Philip Craigie Awards are held at the start of each year to celebrate the results of our highest achieving students.

Physics and Art
Yuko is a Year 13 Art Scholarship student and holding one 
of her recently completed drawings.  Skye is conducting a 
Physics experiment.  Believe it or not, the bucket is full 
of water.  Skye’s explanation of the experiment - “We are 
experimenting on vertical circles with the water bucket.  The 
centrifugal force and the equal amount of force exerted 
between the centripetal and weight force are preventing the 
water from falling down onto my head.”

Athletics Day
Students are dressed in their House colours for Athletics Day.


